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Basic Terminologies
•

Control Unit –
A control unit (CU) handles all processor control signals. It directs all input and
output flow, fetches the code for instructions and controlling how data moves
around the system.

•

Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) –
The arithmetic logic unit is that part of the CPU that handles all the calculations
the CPU may need, e.g. Addition, Subtraction, Comparisons. It performs
Logical Operations, Bit Shifting Operations, and Arithmetic Operation.

Figure – Basic CPU structure of ALU
•

Main Memory Unit (Registers) –
1. Accumulator: Stores the results of calculations made by ALU.
2. Program Counter (PC): Keeps track of the memory location of the next
instructions to be dealt with. The PC then passes this next address to
Memory Address Register (MAR).
3. Memory Address Register (MAR): It stores the memory locations of
instructions that need to be fetched from memory or stored into memory.
4. Memory Data Register (MDR): It stores instructions fetched from memory
or any data that is to be transferred to, and stored in, memory.
5. Current Instruction Register (CIR): It stores the most recently fetched
instructions while it is waiting to be coded and executed.
6. Instruction Buffer Register (IBR): The instruction that is not to be
executed immediately is placed in the instruction buffer register IBR.

•

Input/Output Devices – Program or data is read into main memory from
the input device or secondary storage under the control of CPU input
instruction. Output devices are used to output the information from a computer.

•

Buses – Data is transmitted from one part of a computer to another, connecting
all major internal components to the CPU and memory, by the means of Buses.
Types:
1. Data Bus: It carries data among the memory unit, the I/O devices, and the
processor.
2. Address Bus: It carries the address of data (not the actual data) between
memory and processor.
3. Control Bus: It carries control commands from the CPU (and status
signals from other devices) in order to control and coordinate all the
activities within the computer.

Instruction Formats (Zero, One, Two and Three Address Instruction)
A instruction is of various length depending upon the number of addresses it contain.
Generally CPU organization are of three types on the basis of number of address
fields:
1. Single Accumulator organization
2. General register organization
3. Stack organization
1. Zero Address Instructions –
Address is stored in the opcode, in the zero address instruction. A stack based
organisation uses zero address instruction.
2. One Address Instructions –
This use a implied ACCUMULATOR register for data manipulation. One
operand is in accumulator and other is in register or memory location. Implied
means that the CPU already know that one operand is in accumulator so there
is no need to specify it. i.e there will be one opcode field and one address field.

3. Two Address Instructions –
Here two address can be specified in the instruction. Unlike earlier in one
address instruction, the result was stored in accumulator here result can be
stored at a different location rather than just accumulator, but require the
number more of the bit to represent address.
4. Three Address Instructions –
This has three address field to specify a register or a memory location. The
program created is much short in size but the number of bits per instruction
increase.

Addressing Modes
The term addressing modes refers to the way in which the operand of an instruction
is specified. The addressing mode specifies a rule for interpreting or modifying the
address field of the instruction before the operand is actually executed.
An assembly language program instruction consists of two parts

